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Abstract
Technological developments towards vehicle automation have been taking place for years. Satellite navigation, cruise con-
trol and anti-lock braking systems (ABS) are well-known examples of automation technology used in everyday cars. The
trend of automation technology being used in vehicles is expected to move closer to full autonomy through technologi-
cal advancements in robotics and artificial intelligence. As a result, our daily lives will become more and more dependent
on digitally-controlled devices and vehicle systems (partially or highly automated). On the other hand, computing and
digital systems also have a tendency to become more fragile and susceptible to faults and failures because of cyber-
attacks and software and hardware defects, as well as accidental defects introduced by developers. Therefore, autono-
mous vehicle systems must be developed to bear such dangers in mind and must be equipped with defensive capabilities
and measures such that they can be able to respond automatically and dynamically to both accidental and deliberate
defects and attacks. In this study, autonomous and unmanned vehicle systems are examined for their cyber-security vul-
nerabilities. Threats and attacks exploiting these vulnerabilities are identified and classified. Development guidelines and
a mitigation strategy to be used in the development of autonomous and unmanned vehicle systems are proposed and
discussed in the final section.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the successful applications of unmanned

systems in the battlefield, space, the deep sea and other

dangerous and distant environments have attracted much

research interest. Unmanned systems include deep space

probes, spacecraft, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV),

unmanned ground vehicles (UGV), unmanned sea/surface

vehicles (USV), unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV),

unmanned munitions and unmanned sensors. Autonomy

has been defined in many studies, but the definition pro-

posed by the autonomy levels for unmanned systems

(ALFUS) working group of the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) is the most comprehen-

sive and standardized.1 Thus, the autonomy of an

unmanned system (UMS) may be defined as follows:

‘‘a UMS’s own ability of sensing, perceiving, analyzing, com-

municating, planning, decision making, and acting, to achieve

its goals as assigned by its human operator(s) through

designed human-robot interaction (HRI). Autonomy is char-

acterized into levels by factors including mission complexity,

environmental difficulty, and level of HRI to accomplish the

mission.’’2

From this definition, one may conclude that ‘‘auton-

omy’’ is the unmanned system’s capability of being inde-

pendent of an operator and being self-managed. One, then,

can define autonomous vehicles as machines which can

operate themselves without human input or supervision.

Unmanned vehicles can be defined as vehicles which are
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either controlled remotely or operated autonomously.

Autonomous vehicles can also operate semi-autono-

mously: a human operator retains control of vehicle, while

some control functions of vehicle function are autono-

mous. Although it is early for the application of fully

autonomous and unmanned technologies for public usage

in our daily lives, technological advancements in robotics

and artificial intelligence are increasingly opening up a

wide range of potential applications for them.

Autonomous and unmanned vehicle technology has

already achieved a high degree of development. Most

modern cars incorporate features which allow them to

operate semi-autonomously such as self-parking and adap-

tive cruise control, while unmanned aerial systems

(unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) in military terms) have

already been employed for military purposes for the last

three decades.3 It is expected that commercial and public

applications of these developments in autonomous tech-

nologies will make self-driving cars, unmanned aerial

vehicles, flying machines and other robotic devices part of

our daily lives within a few decades.

Since autonomous vehicles can potentially carry out

tasks more safely and efficiently than humans, they are

being employed and will be employed for a wide range of

hazardous or labor intensive activities by military, industry

and some government agencies. For example, autonomous

and unmanned vehicles already have been used to survey

tunnels, take samples in volcanoes, explore the deep ocean,

perform reconnaissance over hostile regions and even to

carry out scientific research on Mars.4

However, one of the biggest impediments to widespread

usage of autonomic vehicle systems in our daily lives is the

public safety and public acceptance of leaving human lives

in control of autonomous machines/vehicles. For example,

today’s category IIIc commercial aircraft are able to take off

and land themselves automatically. It is good to know that

the aircraft has automatic landing capability if something

happens to the pilots, but who wants to travel with an airline

whose aircrafts take off and land by themselves instead of

pilots? Especially when we take into account ever increas-

ing cyber-threats and some notorious aircraft accidents

caused by pilots depending blindly on auto pilot systems

such as the Asiana flight 214 accident (on 6 July 2013).5

Autonomous vehicles, especially the ones that will be

used in areas concerning human life, such as transporta-

tion, must be developed with capabilities to handle and

decide as human operators, especially when they are under

cyber-attack or have failing hardware onboard.

In the following sections, first, emerging autonomous

unmanned vehicle usage areas are overviewed. Secondly,

potential cyber-security vulnerabilities, threats and attacks

are examined. Finally, some design guidelines and mitiga-

tion strategies for securing autonomous unmanned vehicles

are proposed and discussed.

2. Autonomous vehicle categories

Visions of unmanned and autonomous machines are not

new. Experiments with unmanned aircraft began in World

War I, and a radio controlled car was demonstrated in the

streets of New York in 1925.6 Self-driving trains have been

in use on metro systems since the 1960s. Recent years have

seen considerable progress towards the goal of autonomous

and unmanned vehicles, which are using increasingly

sophisticated artificial intelligence and robotics capabil-

ities. These technological advances are very promising

especially in two major categories of autonomous and

unmanned vehicles: (i) autonomous cars and (ii) unmanned

aerial systems (UAS). Advances in autonomous cars prob-

ably will introduce the biggest change to vehicles since the

motorcar replaced the horse and cart.

2.1. Autonomous cars and other highway vehicles

A fully autonomous car can be defined as a car that is able

to perceive its environment, decide what route to take to

its destination and drive it. The development of this tech-

nology could allow significant changes to travel; everyone

in the car could be a passenger, or the car could even drive

with no occupants at all.7

Incremental steps towards vehicle automation have

already been taking place for years. Anti-lock braking sys-

tems (ABS), automatically activated safety mechanisms,

have been mandatory on new European Union (EU) pas-

senger cars since 2007.8 Assisted-driving functions such as

satellite navigation and cruise control have almost become

standard equipment in even economy class cars. Modern

cars contain many electronic control units (ECUs), com-

puters which control everything from a car’s engine to

onboard entertainment systems. ‘‘Drive-by-wire’’ technol-

ogy, which replaces traditionally mechanical connections

with electrical systems (analogous to aviation’s ‘‘fly-

by-wire’’), has also become increasingly common.9 The

trend of automation is expected to continue, and through

the innovation of new features, everyday cars are likely to

progressively move closer to full autonomy. In Table 1,

autonomous features of cars and other highway vehicles

such as lorries, buses, etc., which are mostly referred to as

advanced driver assistance systems (ADASs), are

summarized.10

Over the next five to ten years, ADASs such as the ones

listed in Table 1 are likely to become more standard, and

cars are expected to become increasingly digitized. Their

computerized functions are likely to be better integrated,

with a view to developing fully autonomous capabilities.10

The development of autonomous navigation systems will

be a significant contribution in moving towards this goal.

This will mean that a car should not only avoid dangerous

situations and maintain a direct route to the destination,
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but also be able to choose different routes to its final desti-

nation based on factors such as traffic conditions.11 This

would require a far more complex awareness of road pro-

tocols such as how to behave at traffic lights and junctions,

and how and when to change lanes. It is hard to predict

how long these things could take, and they may take time,

but autonomous driving is likely to become progressively

more advanced and common place.

As cars become increasingly built around digital sys-

tems, there could be a need for common information and

communication technology (ICT) protocols and

frameworks.12

Wirelesses networking among the vehicles and in the

vehicle itself come in two forms:

• inter-vehicle networking around the vicinity of the

vehicle, in the local area, known as vehicle to vehi-

cle (V2V); and
• networking between a vehicle and its infrastructure

system, known as vehicle to infrastructure (V2I).

The collective term for these two networking technologies

is V2X. V2X can be used to prevent collisions by rapidly

sharing data such as a car’s speed, location and activity.

For example, a vehicle could transmit a warning signal if

the brakes are used in an emergency, giving a fast warning

to drivers that they need to stop soon. Major computing

companies have already made a movement to integrating

their systems with cars. Last year, Apple announced plans

for integrating its mobile operating system, iOS, into cars,

and in January 2014, Google announced a partnership with

major car manufacturers to develop its Android operating

system for cars.12

2.2. Civilian aircraft

Although many serious obstacles still remain for the full

implementation of completely autonomous cars, such as

adequate regulations, international standards for digital

infrastructure (traffic lights and road signs could transmit

electronic signals) to assist driving and achieving reliable

safety standards as those in the field of aviation, modern,

large aircraft have been using automatic landing systems

for years. Major airports such as Paris–Charles de Gaulle

Airport are allowing only auto-landing aircraft, and in this

way they remain operational for almost every day of the

year.

The instrument landing system (ILS) is a ground-based

instrument approach aid system based on two radio beams

which together provide pilots with both vertical and hori-

zontal guidance during an approach to land. As tabulated

in Table 2, there are three categories of ILS equipment

depending on the visibility range and height, from cate-

gory I which is the least precise to category IIIc which

operates under zero visibility (automatic landing).13

Aircraft approaching a runway are guided by their

onboard ILS receivers. Many modern, large aircraft can

route these signals into their autopilot to approach and land

automatically. Under category III visibility conditions,

which is visibility less than 210 meters, no manual landing

is allowed and auto-landing is mandatory.13 The role of the

pilot in this condition is that if a safe landing is in doubt,

Table 1. Levels of autonomy in highway vehicles.

Levels of Autonomy Existing Examples

1. Driver only The vehicle is entirely under human control but
may have some automated systems.

Cruise control; electronic stability control; anti-
lock brakes .

2. Driver assistance The steering and/or acceleration are automated
but the driver must control the other functions.

Adaptive cruise control: distance to car in front
maintained; Pparking assistant: steering is
automated, driver controls accelerator and
brakes.

3. Partial autonomy The driver does not control steering or
acceleration but is expected to be attentive at all
times and take back control instantaneously
when required.

Adaptive cruise control with lane keeping.;
Ttraffic jams assistance.

4. High autonomy Vehicles are able to operate autonomously for
some portions of the journey. Transfer of
control back to the human driver when a
warning happens. Similar to cruise control
systems employed today’s cars.

Oxford’s Robot car project and, early
prototypes of Google’s Driverless Car which
allows a human driver to take control of the car
by stepping on the brake or turning the wheel.

5. Full autonomy The vehicle is capable of driving unaided for the
entire journey with no human intervention,
potentially without a human in the car.

Driverless cars, which have no steering wheel,
gas pedal, or brakes; 100% autonomous.
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he will abort the landing and try the same (go-around) or

different landing approach or divert to an alternate airport.

In short, in most western international airports, commercial

aircraft are landing autonomously with human (pilot)

supervision.

2.2.1. Lessons to be learned from auto-landing systems. Even

though auto-landing systems are not very new technologi-

cal achievements, there is inspiring design features devel-

oped for their safety systems which should be employed

today against cyber-attacks in autonomous vehicle sys-

tems. It is essential that any failure of the ILS must be

detected in a timely manner and the pilot must be warned

immediately to provide flight safety. To achieve this, the

onboard ILS control system monitors continually and

assesses the vital characteristics of the transmissions. If

any significant deviation beyond strict limits is detected,

ILS is automatically switched off and a ‘‘failure flag’’

indication is activated to warn the pilot about the failure.

This safety measure can be used by autonomous vehicle

systems in case of cyber-attacks against them.

2.3. Trains

Self-driving trains have been in use on metro systems

since the 1960s, and can now be found in cities all around

the world.14 Many have a driver or guard onboard to oper-

ate some functions, or as a safety precaution, but metro

systems are increasingly being run without any onboard

staff.15

The use of autonomous technology has not been

employed in over ground, cross-country trains, as these

operate in less controlled environments and travel at faster

speeds. Accordingly, it would be easier for a pedestrian or

an obstacle to get onto the train tracks, and much more

powerful sensors for detecting obstacles would be needed

in order for an adequate stopping distance to be achieved.

Meanwhile, the stopping distance of a train is much longer

than a car, i.e. it could be close to a mile. This remains an

area of development for the future. There have been a few

autonomous train systems deployed in recent years,

including one in Ohio that carried coal from a mine to a

power plant. However, this train was in a relatively

secluded area with minimum hazards.16

Since metro systems are controlled by separate net-

works of their own, they are less sensitive to cyber-attacks

provided that the local area network cabling of their con-

trol system is physically protected and wireless technology

is not used. Otherwise, control network communication

must be encrypted and a network intrusion detection sys-

tem must be employed.

2.4. USVs

USVs are defined as vessels primarily guided by auto-

mated onboard decision systems but controlled by a remote

operator in a shore side control station. They have also

been called autonomous surface craft (ASC). As the name

implies, they remove the operators from the platform and

allow new modes of operations. As global positioning sys-

tems (GPS) have become more compact, effective and

affordable, USVs have become more capable. Affordable,

long-range and higher bandwidth wireless data systems

have also been a key to the rapid growth of USVs for many

applications. Today USVs have been developed and

demonstrated by academic labs, corporations and govern-

ment users. Missions demonstrated include science, bathy-

metric mapping, defense and general robotics research.17

Scientific research is another area for both surface and

underwater vessels. In the Catlin Sea view survey project,

remotely operated autonomous underwater vehicles

(AUVs) are employed to explore the mesospheric zone, in

excess of 30–100 meters in depth. The AUVs can spend

hours exploring coral reefs without the limits of human

physiology, collecting samples from this depth, carrying

equipment to divers or even running reconnaissance.18,19

They also feature an ultra-short baseline (USBL) geo-

positioning system to capture accurate GPS fixes under-

water and use depth, temperature, heading, tilt and altitude

(distance from the bottom) sensors. There are US govern-

ment projects for the development of autonomous

Table 2. Instrument landing system (ILS) categories for precision instrument approach and landing.

Approach Category Decision Height (DH)
or Alert Height

Runaway Visual
Range (RVR)

Visibility Minimum

I 200 ft. (61 m) 550 m or 1.800 ft.,
increased to 800 m
for single crew operations
(no passenger)

800 m (1.600 ft. or 1.200 ft. in Canada)

II 100 ft. (30 m) 1.200 fteet (370 m) NA
IIIa No DH 700 feet (210 m) NA
IIIb No DH 150 feet (46 m) NA
IIIc No DH No RVR NA
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submarines that could be used to search for illegal drug

smuggling submarines, which are becoming increasingly

common.20,21

A USV’s position at the air–sea interface allows them

to relay radio frequency transmissions in air and acoustic

transmissions undersea. Thus, they are a key piece in the

vision of the networked battle space of the US Navy.22,23

In recent years, demonstrations have been conducted using

USVs to support moving long baseline navigation of

UUVs.24 While some military applications have moved

USVs into complex networks and behaviors, other applica-

tions have focused on more traditional requirements and

capabilities such as harbor security or mine sweeping.

These applications achieve the goal of removing humans

from harm’s way.17

There are many research activities in progress today to

develop autonomous, unmanned cargo ships. One of the

projects is maritime unmanned navigation through intelli-

gence in networks (MUNIN). It is a collaborative research

project, co-funded by the European Commission under its

seventh framework program. MUNIN aims to develop and

verify a concept for an autonomous ship, since maritime

transport within the EU faces challenges such as signifi-

cant increases in transport volumes, growing environmen-

tal requirements and a shortage of seafarers in the future.25

The concept of the autonomous ship brings along the

potential to overcome these challenges. It allows far more

efficient and competitive ship operation and increases the

environmental performance of vessels. Furthermore, the

shore-based approach offers ‘‘seafaring’’ the possibility to

become more socially sustainable by reducing the time

seafarers spend away from their families.17,25

Since USVs have to use long distance wireless commu-

nication channels (broadcast) by their nature, control and

sensor links employed for operation of these vessels have

to be encrypted as the primary protection against cyber-

attacks (confidentiality and integrity will be provided by

encryption, but jamming attacks cannot be prevented by

encryption).21

2.5. UAS

A UAV is defined as a space-traversing vehicle that flies

without a human crew onboard and can be remotely con-

trolled or can fly autonomously.26 More than three decades

ago, UAVs started to be used for military purposes espe-

cially for reconnaissance and surveillance purposes. Since

then, the popularity of UAVs or UASs (UASs were initi-

ated by the US Department of Defense in 2005 from the

perspective of a system) has kept growing at an unprece-

dented rate. Although now UAVs are used mostly in mili-

tary applications (intelligence, surveillance and

reconnaissance missions and combat operations—strike

missions, suppression and/or destruction of the enemy and

its facilities), their future potential civil applications are

enormous (e.g. border patrol, forest fire monitoring and

firefighting, nonmilitary security work such as surveillance

of industrial sites, road/rail infrastructure, mineral explora-

tion, coastal surveillance, pipeline surveillance, spraying

of fertilizers, insecticides, aerial photography, land map-

ping, environmental monitoring, transportation and gather-

ing scientific data).26 To date, there are over 1000 UAS

models being developed in over 50 countries with the aim

to serve as indispensable assistants for human operators in

a broad range of military and civil applications.27

UASs’ future is absolutely unlimited and their size,

specification and purposes are limited almost only by the

extent of the developers’ imaginations. Some usage of

UAS in daily life may seem like a futuristic and perhaps

even unrealistic prospect, but it should be noted that, the

world’s largest e-commerce company Amazon.com Inc.

unveiled their plan on public TV (CBS’s ‘‘60 Minutes’’

news program) that they are testing UASs to get packages

into customers’ hands in 30 minutes or less using UAVs.28

Meanwhile the US Congress passed a law in 2012 and

asked the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to

develop a plan to integrate drones into US airspace by

September 2015.29

Since long-range wireless environment and satellite

communications have been used for control and data trans-

fer, communication data links have to be secured against

cyber-attacks, by using encryption and resistant modula-

tion techniques against jamming.

3. Types of cyber-attacks

A useful taxonomy defined by the International telecom-

munication union (ITU) telecommunication standardiza-

tion sector (ITU-T) in recommendation X.800 classifies

cyber-attacks into two categories: passive attacks and

active attacks.30 A passive attack attempts to learn or make

use of information from the system, but it does not affect

system resources. An active attack attempts to alter system

resources or affect their operations.

3.1. Passive attacks

Passive attacks are difficult to detect, as they involve no

alteration or introduction of data. All passive attacks enum-

erated in the taxonomy are attacks on confidentiality.

3.1.1. Eavesdropping. An attacker acquires data by passive

interception of data traffic in an eavesdropping attack. If

encryption is used, cracking the encryption and decrypting

the information traffic is still counted as a passive eaves-

dropping attack.
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3.1.2. Traffic analysis. In a traffic analysis attack, an attacker

is able to deduct certain properties about information trans-

actions based on the participants, duration, timing, band-

width and other properties that are difficult to disguise in a

communication allowing an attacker to examine a network

by observing its transmissions.

3.2. Active attacks

In active attacks, the attacker is more intrusive. Active

attacks are divided into the following categories.

3.2.1. Masquerade. In a masquerade attack, an attacker

fraudulently impersonates an authorized entity to gain

access to information resources. A ‘‘man-in-the-middle’’

attack involves a double masquerade—the attacker con-

vinces the sender that he is the authorized recipient, and

convinces the recipient that he is the intended sender.

Man-in-the middle attacks on Wi-Fi networks using a

counterfeit access point are common. Successful masquer-

ades can compromise all aspects of security.

3.2.2. Replay. An attacker is able to rebroadcast a previous

message and elicit a reaction in a replay attack. This reac-

tion either allows the attacker to force the information sys-

tem into a vulnerable state (e.g. a system reset) or to

collect information to enable further attacks (such as wired

equivalent privacy (WEP) encrypted packets). Replays are

most directly a compromise of integrity, but they also

compromise authentication, access control and non-

repudiation. Selected replay attacks can also impinge on

availability and confidentiality.

3.2.3. Message modification. Modification of transmitted

packets by delaying, inserting, reordering or deleting en-

route changes a message. In a wireless network, ‘‘man-in-

the-middle’’ attacks are the most direct route to message

modification. Message modification is a violation of

integrity but can potentially affect all aspects of security.

3.2.4. Denial-of-service. Denial-of-service (DoS) occurs

when an attacker compromises the availability of an infor-

mation system. Most common types of DoS are to disable

one of the communications partners or to jam the commu-

nication channel itself.

4. Potential vulnerabilities of autonomous
vehicles

As vehicles become increasingly computerized and net-

worked, they gain more autonomous capabilities and

cyber-threats are likely to be a more prominent concern.

This is a risk that is ever growing in our increasingly digi-

tized society. Malicious software interfering with an auton-

omous vehicle could have serious implications for safety

and might cause accidents which can pose a physical dan-

ger to its users or passengers. There is a potential for

cyber-terrorism too. For example, a large-scale immobili-

zation of cars on public roads could throw a country into

chaos.

4.1. Vulnerabilities of modern cars

A long time ago, several studies have described potential

vulnerabilities and the fragility of the automotive system

structure in the academic context.31–35 In some recent stud-

ies, researchers demonstrated experimentally by using real

automobiles and real automotive components both in the

lab and on road tests that once an adversary accessed the

internal network, he or she can completely take control of

wide range of automotive functions including disabling the

brakes, selectively braking individual wheels on demand,

stopping the engine, locking the doors, etc. meanwhile

ignoring completely the driver’s input.36,37 In a study, it

has also been shown that composite attacks that leverage

individual weaknesses, including an attack that embeds

malicious code in a car’s telematics unit and that will com-

pletely erase any evidence of its presence after a crash, are

possible.36 In another research study, the authors demon-

strated that the internal vehicle network can be accessed

via a broad range of remote means (attack vectors) such as

Bluetooth, 3G cellular radio used by telematics units and

wireless communications channels, in addition to indirect

physical access through the onboard diagnostics (OBD-II)

port. Vulnerabilities reported by previous research can then

be exploited and automobiles can be controlled remotely

without any direct physical access.38

The main reason of these vulnerabilities is the controller

area network (CAN) standard which was developed in 1988

and updated in 1991 and in 2003.39 There are a variety of

protocols that can be implemented on the vehicle bus, but

starting in 2008 all cars sold in the US were required to

implement the CAN bus (ISO 11898) for diagnostics.39 As

a result, CAN (roughly speaking, a link-layer data protocol)

has become the dominant communication network for in-

car networks (e.g. used by BMW, Ford, GM, Honda,

Volkswagen, etc.). ECUs are networked together in one or

more buses based on the CAN standard. ECUs communi-

cate with one another by sending CAN packets.

The CAN bus structure and protocol was developed

when there were no cellular or wireless communication

technologies and automobiles were not network connected.

Therefore, the CAN protocol has very weak security fea-

tures against external adversaries as well as against inter-

nal ones. However, today, automotive systems have broad

connectivity; millions of cars on the roads today can be
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directly addressed via cellular phones and via the Internet.

Making it worse, today in a modern car there is a broad

range of functionality, including the engine, drivetrain,

brakes, lighting and entertainment being controlled by a

heterogeneous combination of digital components (ECU)

which are including tens of millions of lines of code5 and

interconnected by the CAN protocol which provides very

weak security means and features. Important weaknesses

of the CAN protocol can be listed as follows:36

• Broadcast Nature. Since CAN packets are both

physically and logically broadcasted to all nodes, a

malicious component on the network can easily

snoop on all communications or send packets to

any other node on the network.
• Fragility to DoS. The CAN protocol is extremely

vulnerable to DoS attacks. In addition to simple

packet flooding attacks, CAN’s priority-based arbi-

tration scheme allows a node to assert a ‘‘domi-

nant’’ state on the bus indefinitely and cause all

other CAN nodes to back off.
• No Authenticator Fields. CAN packets contain no

authenticator fields (or even any source identifier

fields) meaning that any component can indistin-

guishably send a packet to any other component.

This means that any compromised component can

be used to control all of the other components on

that bus, provided those components themselves do

not implement defenses.
• Tester Capabilities. Modern automobiles are com-

plex and thus diagnosing their problems requires

significant tester devices (also called a maintenance

device (MD)) which uses the CAN bus for provid-

ing diagnostic access to service technicians.

4.2. Vulnerabilities of UAVs

Unfortunately, the cyber-threats that are mentioned earlier

are not unique to automotive systems. A similar attack

took place on a military UAV system on 4 December

2011. An American Lockheed Martin RQ-170 Sentinel

UAV was captured by Iranian forces near the city of

Kashmir in northeastern Iran. The Iranian government

announced that the UAV was brought down by its cyber-

warfare unit which took control of the aircraft and safely

landed it. The US government initially denied the claims

but later President Obama acknowledged that the downed

UAV was a US drone and requested Iran to return it.40

According to an Iranian engineer’s assertion in a Christian

Science Monitor article, the drone was captured by jam-

ming both satellite and land-originated control signals to

the UAV, followed up by a GPS spoofing attack that fed

the UAV false GPS data to make it land in Iran at what

the drone thought was its home base in Afghanistan.41

4.3. Classification of vulnerabilities and threats

Traditional cyber-vulnerability issues applicable for

autonomous unmanned systems can be summarized as in

Table 3.42

DoS is the major type of threat in traditional wireless

communications. In a DoS attack, a network can be made

unavailable by malicious coding and spamming of packets

with false messages that absorb all the available band-

width. An attacker may use malware to infect the network

with malicious software, or use greedy means to gain more

throughput than other users. By exploiting the vulnerabil-

ities given in Table 3, many cyber-threats can be accom-

plished. Important cyber-threats are listed in Table 4.43

5. Metrics for cyber-security

Since system security cannot be absolute, quantifiable

security metrics are needed. Metrics are useful even if they

are not perfect; for example, relative metrics can aid in

critical design decisions.44 Historically, approaches to

security metrics come from several different points of

view:45

Table 3. Traditional autonomous unmanned systems vulnerabilities.

SNo. Vulnerability

1 Inadequate policies, procedures, and culture developing and maintaining autonomous vehicle software
2 Inadequately designed networks with insufficient defense-in-depth
3 Remote access without appropriate access control
4 Separate auditable administration mechanisms
5 Inadequately secured wireless communication
6 Use of a non-dedicated communications channel for command and control
7 Lack of easy tools to detect/report anomalous activity
8 Installation of inappropriate applications on critical host computers
9 Inadequately scrutinized control system software
10 Unauthenticated command and control data
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a) as a means to assess how well financial conse-

quences of a security problem are minimized or

avoided, that is, the business impact;

b) to indicate how successfully the control system

avoids problems that jeopardize desired operation

or behavior of the system, that is, to quantify the

effectiveness of operations;

c) as a measure of how well quality assurance goals

are met, that is, how effectively security flaws are

detected; and

d) as a means to document how well the control sys-

tem satisfies/complies with security requirements.

Quantifiable security metrics are needed to assess trust-

worthy behavior of the autonomous unmanned vehicle

especially in view of reliability, security and resiliency

(the ability of the autonomous unmanned vehicle to

recover from a failure or disruption to the desired opera-

tion). Financial impacts, program planning, productivity

and quality assurance, though important, are not the pri-

mary aim of the kinds of measurements that need to be

made to assess trustworthiness.

Frequencies of security incidents must be measured and

recorded. Time between incidents must be measured, and

the number of occurrence must be recorded. Carefully

chosen measurements will not only provide an indication

of the system security level, but will also help to identify

where improvements to trustworthiness need to be made.

In practice, security metrics can be grouped under three

categories: design-based metrics, policy-based metrics and

performance-based metrics.45

5.1. Design-based metrics

Measuring the design and implementation of the system

rather than its performance or operation is an upfront method.

Two notable documents define design-based metrics:

a) Trusted Computer System Evaluation (TCSE,

which is widely known as Orange Book) was cre-

ated by the US Department of Defense in 1985 to

evaluate operating systems until the Common

Criteria, an international standard, was created in

Table 4. Cyber-threats generated by exploitation of vulnerabilities.

Vulnerabilities Resulting cyber- threat / intrusion

Introduce incorrect input signals
(spoofing)

With access to the digital communications network, it becomes possible to trick a controller
into an incorrect action by generating erroneous process information. Signal types that may be
affected are set points, command functions, interlocks, general data transfers, and system status
information. Various defensive mechanisms can be applied to protect the controller at several
layers including signal validation.

Generate incorrect output
values or commands

In a manner similar to incorrect inputs, erroneous output values can be sent to network
connected actuators and other controllers. Various defensive mechanisms can be applied to
protect against erroneous outputs including command validation.

Insert messages to indicate
incorrect operational status of
parts of the system

Messages can be posted for other controllers or corporate networked computers to read that
incorrectly indicate the operational status. Such tactics can be used to spoof a maintenance
action or force an unnecessary shutdown.

Collect operational information
(data, set points)

Simply by tapping into digital data streams, it is possible to determine operating parameters and
states that can be used detrimentally by an adversary for more complex cyber-attacks.

Interrupt or corrupt
communications between
control system components

Rather than directly introducing erroneous process signals for controllers to act on, one can
interfere with communications and disrupt the stability of the process. The following failure
types may be created depending on the network type and configuration:

. Corruption . Unintended Repetition

. Incorrect Sequence . Loss

. Unacceptable Delay . Insertion

. Masquerade . Addressing

. Excessive Jitter . Collision

. Broadcast Storm (Denial-of-Service of Service)

. Babbling Idiot (Commission Fault)
. Inconsistency (Byzantine Generals’ Problem)

Sender/Receiver related errors . Buffer Overflow . Data Out of Range
. Incorrect Ordering . Message Too Early
. Encoding/Decoding

Segmented-network r-elated
errors

. Very Long Delays in Bridges and Routers

. Very Long Times to Initiate Communications

. Complete Blockage
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1999.46 The Common criteria security evaluation

follows an international standard, ISO/IEC 15408.

b) DO-178B software considerations in airborne sys-

tems and equipment certification was produced by

the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics

Federal Advisory Committee.47 This document

defines five levels (A–E) of critical software, with

level ‘‘A’’ being the most critical level and therefore

requiring the most effort to achieve compliance.

5.2. Performance-based metrics

These metrics indicate how often the security system was

successful in repelling an attack and conversely how often

the security system did not succeed in repelling an attack.

These metrics are difficult to employ, since it is not possi-

ble to determine with certainty each time an attack is

attempted, and it is even less possible to know with cer-

tainty when an attack is successful, because if the attack

was detected, it should have been possible to defeat the

attempt. The absolute performance-based metric would be

to measure the number of vulnerabilities present in a sys-

tem, but there is always the possibility that unknown vul-

nerabilities exist, so this metric is of limited real value.45

5.3. Ideal-based metrics

New metrics need to be established based on the inabilities

of the design-based metric to establish a measure, and

performance-based metrics having little success due to

their cumbersomeness in practice. The ideal-based metrics

are agreements on the attributes of an ideal cyber-security

system and then assessing how closely the considered sys-

tem approaches the ideal.48 Using the known approaches

defined in the next section and the ideal-based metrics,

one can make a positive statement-of-measure for cyber-

security protection.

6. Mitigation strategies, modeling and
simulation

As summarized in section 4.1, experiments carried out on

transportation vehicles have shown that security mechan-

isms provided by car manufacturers are unfortunately,

basic, outdated and inadequate.

6.1. Using reliable distributed programming tools and
techniques

For continuous availability of autonomous unmanned

vehicles, mitigating strategies must be founded on the

anticipation of unexpected failures of hardware/software

or cyber-attacks. The methods and techniques developed

for building reliable and distributed applications over the

last two decades are very valuable for developing secure,

reliable and resilient software for the control and handling

of autonomous unmanned vehicles.49

6.2. Including cyber-security requirements in the
requirement analysis phase

The traditional paradigm of software development defined

by the IEEE 830-1998 standard requires security require-

ments to be included in the software requirements’ docu-

ment but these are often neglected.50 Cyber-security

requirements and concerns must be determined and

included in the autonomous vehicle systems’ requirements

document and not after the design of the system. At the

very beginning of control system design of autonomous

vehicles, a more comprehensive analysis must be done

and consistency and availability together with resilience

must be the first design priorities and indispensable fea-

tures under any circumstances. Cyber-security require-

ments should be defined according to the following key

concepts:51

• Confidentiality is the property of protecting infor-

mation from unauthorized entities, systems or

individuals.
• Data integrity/consistency is the property of main-

taining the accuracy of data from a source to its

destination.
• Authentication is the property of validating that

parties involved in a transaction are who they claim

to be.
• Availability is the property of providing informa-

tion at all times when it is needed.
• Non-repudiation is the property of ensuring that a

party to a contract cannot deny the authenticity of

their signature on a document.

6.3. Using multi-agent system architecture

Autonomous unmanned vehicles are generally suitable to

‘‘multi-agent system’’ architecture, since they are com-

posed of multiple subsystems or in other words are sys-

tems of systems. For example, an autonomous car system

generally has many computer-controlled subsystems such

as radar, a lidar GPS receiver, video cameras, an onboard

computer (mission computer), a communication subsys-

tem, etc. Using software agents as in distributed real-time

systems can enable secure and robust real-time status

updates for identifying remotely accessible devices vulner-

able to overload, cyber-attack, etc.52–54 It will also provide
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distributed intelligent adaptive control55 and the identifica-

tion of damage and failure mechanisms.

6.4. Redundancy

Redundancy is a means to prevent a single point of fail-

ure.56 Redundancy of control systems in autonomous vehi-

cles should be a foundational concept of these vehicles so

that (1) no single failure results in loss of control of the

vehicle and (2) losing control of any single component or

one communication channel because of cyber-attack, hard-

ware or software failure must not result in loss of the mini-

mum control of the vehicle, i.e. the vehicle should be able

to park in a safe manner or return to the harbor or airbase.

6.5. Diversity

Diversity is a way to prevent that no single attack vector

can compromise all the replicas (the added redundancy).

Implementation of diversity is accomplished by voting

logic as in the ‘‘Byzantine general’’ problem.45 The pri-

mary protection that redundant voting systems offer is

defense against single component failure. A secondary

benefit of redundant voting, which offers defense against

cyber-attack, is the requirement that messages must be

matched by the defined majority (e.g. two out of three).

An errant message in only one channel (whether arising

from malicious or accidental causes) is therefore disre-

garded using this voting method. An attacker must get

control of at least two components.

6.6. Defense-in-depth

The obvious course of action against a cyber-attack is to

block the pathway used for unauthorized intrusion.

However, to follow a defense-in-depth philosophy, it has

to be known that the communication blockage was inef-

fective and subsequent defense mechanisms are required

to recognize that an intrusion is in progress and ultimately

to know what signals or instructions are reasonable and

allowable at the individual subsystem/controller level.57

6.7. Authentication

Authentication mechanisms prevent humans and devices

from impersonating another entity in the system. Access

control prevents unauthorized access to the system: it pre-

vents outsiders (unauthenticated principals) from gaining

access to the network, while imposing and enforcing

proper restrictions on what insiders (authenticated princi-

pals) can do. Accountability can be maintained by keeping

audit logs of the actions by authenticated entities. Secure

communication between two honest entities is achieved

with the help of message authentication codes or digital

signatures (they can detect when messages have been tam-

pered with by a third party). Message freshness can also

be guaranteed by the use of timestamps (which require

secure time-synchronization protocols) or by challenge

and response mechanisms.58

The separation of privilege principle should be used as

a design guideline to limit the amount to privileges that a

corrupted entity can have.

6.8. Using micro-kernel

Embedded software running on digital units of autono-

mous vehicles should use micro-kernel and all device driv-

ers and non-essential modules should be removed from the

kernel.59 This will enhance security in two ways. The first

way is by eliminating device driver software from having

supervisory rights; the second kernel will then be tested

more thoroughly and security weaknesses will be discov-

ered and solved before deployment.

7. Summary and conclusions

By the end of 2015, the FAA will have prepared and sub-

mitted a plan (five year roadmap) describing the activities

of the FAA’s Unmanned Aircraft Program Office, and its

efforts to safely integrate civil UASs (less than 55 pounds)

into the US national airspace system.29 At the same time

the EU’s project will be finished and the first commercial

unmanned cargo ship (USV) will be produced.25

Meanwhile, in the US, four states have already passed a

bill for allowing testing of driverless cars on public

roads.60 Today, Google’s driverless car has already been

tested more than five hundred thousand miles on public

roads and major car manufacturers such as Audi, BMW,

Mercedes Benz, Nissan, etc. are testing their prototype dri-

verless cars.61 As explained in section 4.1, the CAN bus

used in today’s cars provides very limited security mea-

sures to be used against cyber-intrusion threats from

remote or local locations (through their maintenance

ports).36,37

If the CAN standard which is an already aged protocol

(developed in 198839) is not going to be augmented against

security threats, in the presence of today’s hostile cyber-

environment, unfortunately we will most likely see many

abuse incidents for autonomous cars.

US armed forces and many other nations’ military

organizations have started secured communication devel-

opment projects to provide their military UAVs’ and

USVs’ secure encrypted, jamming resistant communica-

tion channels.

For small UAVs and USVs to be used by the public, a

similar threat to autonomous cars is valid. Since they are
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using the open skies as their communication media, some

kind of encryption must be utilized against cyber-

intrusions and threats. The most plausible and low cost

solution for this problem is the usage of certificates as

used for secure transactions on the Internet. In addition to

this, controller bus standards used in these vehicles must

be overviewed from the security point of view and they

must be updated accordingly.

For DoS attacks and electronic jamming in wireless

communications, the use of electronic counter measure

(ECM) techniques and jamming resistant modulations

seems to be the most effective solution.
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